
ORDERING A HAT

Our hats are custom made to order, we make each hat to fit your specific head which 
means we need your head circumferance and the shape. We recommend having 
somebody else assist you in this process.

DETERMENING YOUR HAT SIZE (A)
To figure out your hat size, measure your head with a cloth tape measure about a half-inch 
(1.3cm) above your eyebrows and an 1/8” (0.3cm) above your ears, please be thinking 
about where you will wear the hat while doing this step. Please measure tight enough so it 
does not slip down but not so tight that its is squishing your head. If you prefer a bigger fit 
please specify when sending us your measurments. Please google “How to measure your 
head” if you’d like to see some videos on this step to get a visual.

DETERMENING SHAPE (B)
To determine if your headshape is round, oval, or long oval, we’d like you to use soldering 
wire (if you don’t have any at home we recommend to buy a small package about .093” 
in diameter. You find those at home depot for example and they run around 4-10 bucks. (B) 
Buy Here) Wrap wire around your head to fit snug then carefully take off WITHOUT loosing 
shape and trace with pen from the inside (see C) on to a piece of paper. Don’t make mul-
tiple lines while tracing, make it clean and precice. Mark front of the headshape and place 
name on paper. Scan and send to hello@royalstaghats.com. Don’t change file dimensions.

Please Note: We are not responsible for you measuring wrong. 
So take your time, doublecheck, be cautious. Repeat until you get consistent measurements 
and feel confident that you’ve got it right. The cost for resizing a hat is 80$ & shipping.

A B C

https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B00030AP48/ref=ox_sc_mini_detail?ie=UTF8&psc=1&smid=AP9TLT2LX6QXY
mailto:hello%40royalstaghats.com?subject=Headshape


CHOSING STYLE
Choose a style from our current available models from our collection section on our website 
or email some photos of hats that you like and we can help you narrow down style. 

CHOOSE FELT (see Page 3)
We offer European Hare, European Hare/Beaver blend and 100% Beaver felt in Dress and 
Western Weight currently in the following colors. Price depends on felt quality not style.

CHOOSE TRIM
We offer a wide range of trim from classic grossgrain ribbon to leather to vintage silk.
Check out our website and Instagram for trim options and let us know what sparks your inter-
est. We will then send you photos of options as we go. 

Check the collection on our website for inspiration and ideas.
www.royalstaghats.com/collection



BLACK

SAND

DARK MOSS

WHITE

DARK BROWN

BLACK CHERRY

BONE

STEEL

POWDER BLUE

RUST

NAVY

SILVER BELLY

GRANIT

GOLD

WHISKEY

DARK GREY

SILVER MYST

SAHARA

BURGUNDY

PECAN


